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New York City 2017
Master Craft Festival

Workshops, Lectures, Documentaries and Master classes

June 2 – 4 2017
Industry City, Brooklyn, New York

The Craft in Focus Festival has been 
nominated for the “Golden C” award, 
for best Dutch cultural event.
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WHAT?

15,000+ participants 
100+ workshops for all ages
15 international documentaries
6 in depth lectures
Performances and demonstrations by 
international artists and valued partners

MISSION
We are excited to bring the successful international Craft in Focus Festival 
from Amsterdam to New York City. This festival presents over a hundred 
hands-on workshops, inspiring lectures by renowned international craftsmen, 
master classes for professionals and international outstanding documentaries 
on master craftsmanship.

In a world where children are swiping their iPhones and 3D printers are
building houses, it is our mission that the art of true craftsmanship will
survive, and that it will thrive. In a time of serial mass production and 
consumption, it is important to revalue the beauty of handmade quality 
products. We want to share the knowledge of passionate, highly skilled 
master craftsmen with a wide audience of all ages.

With these objectives at the forefront of our imagination, in 2013 we founded
and produced an annual festival in Amsterdam, The Netherlands:  
the Craft in Focus Festival. It has been a huge success in The Netherlands, 
with over 15,000 participants, and in June 2017 we are organizing this event 
in New York City.
We invite you to partner with us and be part of a very special event, with
master classes, films, workshops and lectures. We present
a thoroughly curated, interactive, hands-on, inspiring program focusing on 
fine craftsmanship.

Media partner: Popular Mechanics (monthly readers 7,8MM)
Venue: Industry City: 6M square feet of innovative maker ecosystem

Master Engraver Hank Robinson

Workshop typesetting 



 →  Master class by renowned guitar builder Flip Scipio 
(clients: Carly Simon, Jackson Browne, Paul Simon, Ry 
Cooder and Rosanne Cash) 

 →  Screening of the Dutch documentary  
De Huisman, on the complete restoration and 
reconstruction of a 17th century windmill 

 →  Workshop Star Wars Origami by Origami master  
Chris Alexander 

 →  Master class corset making by the French corset maker 
Laetitia Schlumberger (clients: Dolce & Gabbana, 
Chanel, Lacroix) 

 →  Lecture by fashion designer Mattijs van Bergen, whose 
designs are worn by the Dutch queen and who has used 
Vincent van Gogh’s paintings as a source of inspiration 

 →  Screening of Faber Navalis, an award winning Italian 
documentary about the restoration of a large Norwegian 
wooden ship. 

 →  Workshop clay your own Shaun the Sheep by  
Will Harding, senior model maker at the British  
Aardman Studio’s

HIGHLIGHTS

Master class corset making

Lecture designer Bart Hess



Workshop “Star Wars Origami”

WHY NEW YORK?
New York and Amsterdam have a centuries old shared cultural heritage: 
carpenters, diamond polishers, millwrights. Many Dutch craftsmen 
emigrated to New Amsterdam, later renamed New York. We will 
emphasize the rich cultural commonalities, through a specifically curated 
series of lectures, master classes and screenings.

[ From the letter of recommendation of the The General Society of 
Mechanics and Tradesmen of the City of New York: ]

Quote: “There is a vital need for this type of festival in New York City 
that will showcase the importance and relevance of artisanal skills – skills 
that are in danger of becoming lost arts. An interactive event with 
workshops, master classes, lectures and documentaries exclusively 
featuring crafts will be an effective way of raising the profile of 
craftsmanship in New York City and highlighting the shared cultural 
heritage with the Dutch.”

Industry City is: “A microcosm of NYC with one distinction: an innovation 
ecosystem that embraces the disruption created by advancing technologies. 
The economic spectrum spans verticals, from manufacturing to design, art 
to architecture, biotech to clean-tech, media to film production, and fashion 
to food. Over 400 companies in six million square feet of classic industrial 
architecture, 21st century amenities, and the natural light to soak it all 
in. Encompassing over five acres of open space and cultivated common 
courtyards, Industry City’s buildings hold beautiful views and provides fresh 
air for fresh perspectives.”

New York – 3 & 4 June 2017 
VIP opening on 2 June 2017 
Venue: Industry City, Brooklyn 

WHEN?



WHAT CAN WE OFFER ?
We are open to brainstorming about tailor made partnerships, both 
for New York and Amsterdam.

The Craft in Focus Festival collaborates with outstanding partners 
to ensure the success, quality, and promotion of this event:

Popular Mechanics – media partner
Industry City – venue partner
Cooper Hewitt Design Museum
Museum of Arts and Design
General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen
Museum of the City of New York
Metropolitan Museum of Art
New York State Museum
State University of New York
Wyckoff Museum
The Netherlands America Foundation
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
Amsterdam Museum
Dutch Consulate
DutchCulture

CRAFT IN FOCUS PARTNERS

Workshop “clay your own Shaun the Sheep”

Master class passement making



Master class cooking with French Chef Alain Caron

Live activation by wood working tool supplier Workshop pottery

The Craft in Focus Festival 2015 has been nominated for the 
Golden C award for best Dutch cultural event.

An independent jury of professionals has nominated the festival as ‘one 
of the top five unmissable cultural events of 2015’. The jury praises the 
festivals’ hands-on approach, where attendees genuinely get their hands 
dirty and learn from master craftsmen about their skills and passions. 

Nominated projects are chosen for their innovative approach, impact and 
inspiration. The jury is specifically interested in visionary endeavors that 
both influence the cultural sector at large, and have a deeply positive 
impact on the creative development of the individual participant. 



BIO WENDY VAN WILGENBURG

Wendy van Wilgenburg
Managing Director

E: info@craftinfocusnewyork.com
www.craftinfocusnewyork.com

The Craft in Focus Festival is organized by the Windy Miller 
Foundation, a cultural ANBI status foundation in the Netherlands.

The contents of this document are based on the most current data
available at the time of printing.
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Graphic design Lizet Heijboer, Wildegeit
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Wendy van Wilgenburg is the initiator and director of the
Craft in Focus Festival. She is a trained cultural and visual anthropologist.
From the moment she made her first documentary some
twenty years ago, focusing on the construction of a
violin, she has had a passion for true craftsmanship and
the unique bodily knowledge of master artisans. With the
festival she wants to share the skills of these craftsmen
with a large audience and emphasize the joy of making
something beautiful, with your own hands.

Wendy has won the Daam Schijf Award, a cultural prize in the 
Netherlands, and has participated in the General Society Artisan Lecture 
Series of the General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen in NYC.

CONTACT DETAILS

Silkscreen printing with audience participation


